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FILE PHOTO: The impact from coronavirus is spreading faster than the virus - Norway Halal Tours

The Public Health Ministry is asking Thais planning trips to Japan and Singapore to reschedule their
visits, saying that travellers need to be aware of the rising number of people infected by the coronavirus
(Covid-19) in those two countries.

Dr Sukhum Kanchanapima, the permanent secretary at the Thai Public Health Ministry, says the
coronavirus outbreak had reached the third stage where local people, with no record of meeting with
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Chinese people, are found to be infected.

Confirmed coronavirus cases in Japan has reached 66, and in Singapore 77. Thailand remains at 35
confirmed cases, of which 15 are now fully recovered,

“Thais who visited Japan and Singapore in the past 14 days, and have a fever, have to meet doctors and
will get treatment free of charge. The situation in Thailand is at the second stage but it must brace for the
advent of the third stage.”

But the effects of the coronavirus outbreak on global tourism continues to accelerate rapidly. The impact
of coronavirus is already being felt across the Asian continent. Travel agents, operators, and hoteliers are
bracing for at least months, if not a full year, of disruption from the outbreak, with long-term effects that
could ripple well into 2021.

Jack Ezon, founder and managing partner of luxury travel agency Embark Beyond, says the number of
cancellations continues to mount – in his company’s case, 75% of his travellers have cancelled their
February and March departures to Southeast Asian countries

“People are put off. Sadly, a lot of them are just saying, ‘I don’t know if I want to go anywhere right now.’
Or, in many cases, ‘I’ll just go next year.’ They’re worried about being anywhere close to the outbreak, or
of getting stuck with cancelled flights if other hubs become infected.”

Chris Nassetta, the Hilton CEO, has told investors that he expects the impact of the new coronavirus to
last anywhere from 6 to 12 months.

“Three to six months of escalation and impact from the outbreak, and another three to six on recovery.”

Catherine Heald, co-founder and CEO of the Asia-focused travel specialist Remote Lands, says it’s all
been about picking the right weather in the past. She say now people are just cancelling their trips for this
year altogether and starting planning for 2021.

“Business in China was already low this year because of negative press about trade wars. Only 3 out of
400 trips booked last year were China-only. China was a little soft this year for leisure anyway, and Hong
Kong was a mess from July with the ongoing protests there.”

The broader Southeast Asia region had been benefiting from the overflow, but that momentum is on hold.
“People are cancelling Sri Lanka and India just because it’s part of Asia. There haven’t even really been
cases there, but so much is unknown that people are just staying away.”

(Sri Lanka has reported one case of someone infected with the new coronavirus and India has reported
three so far)
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Hotels understand travellers’ fears, nonsensical as they may seem. Many have extended gracious
policies allowing people to change their plans throughout the Asia-Pacific region at no cost, as long as
they rebook before the 2020 festive season.

But even travellers with itineraries for October have been inquiring about cancellations, according to the
gossip out of leading hotel groups. They worry that if some drop in case numbers or a declaration about
‘containment’ doesn’t come soon, the malaise in the hotel industry will drag on, probably into next year.

It took the World Health Organisation four months from the moment it announced a global alert about
SARS until it said the disease was ‘contained’ back in 2003, and then an additional five months for the
WHO to wrap up its efforts to tally new cases.

According to aviation analysts at AirInsight, the SARS outbreak cost airlines US$10 billion, and that was
at a time when global business, and the aviation business, was less developed. If it takes a similar nine
months for the Covid-19 outbreak to pivot into “recovery” status, which is consistent with the industry
outlooks, aviation will take an even bigger hit this time.

“Think about Fukushima,” Catherine Heald says, referring to the 2011 nuclear disaster at Japan’s
Fukushima nuclear plant.

“People didn’t regain trust or interest in travel to Japan for years. After many years of reassuring
travellers they didn’t need to worry about radiation exposure, Japan suddenly became the fastest-growing
travel destination in the world.

“If SARS was bad, this will be worse, but remember Ebola? It’s still in Africa, and safari bookings are
stable. Remember chikungunya? Once the news cycle moves on, people will forget. Just like everything
else, it’ll bounce back.”

SOURCE: The Nation

Keep in contact with The Thaiger by following our Facebook page.
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PHOTO: Cambodian PM Hun Sen greets passengers from the MS Westerdam last week - Reuters

When passengers from the MS Westerdam disembarked in Sihanoukville, Cambodia on Valentine’s Day
last week, it was smiles and handshakes all around, as Prime minister Hun Sen greeted them with roses.
Protective masks were nowhere to be seen. Not only did the PM not wear one, his bodyguards ordered
people wearing masks to take them off. The next day, the US ambassador to Cambodia, W. Patrick
Murphy, who brought his own family to greet the passengers streaming off the ship, also went maskless.
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“We are very, very grateful that Cambodia has opened literally its ports and doors to people in need,”
Murphy said.

But after the hundreds of passengers had alighted, one tested positive for the COVID-19 coronavirus.
Now, health officials worry that Cambodia may have opened its doors to an outbreak, and the world may
pay a price as passengers from the cruise ship head to their home countries. Fearful governments in five
other countries had already turned the ship away, even though the cruise operator, Holland America,
assured officials that passengers had been carefully screened.

Hun Sen’s decision to allow the ship to dock appeared to be a political move as much as anything else.
The region’s longest-serving ruler and a close ally of China, he is known for his survival skills. But critics
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PHOTO: Health officials measure body temperatures at Bangkok's Don Mueang Airport - Bangkok Post

The Public Health Ministry is urging Thais to postpone any planned visits to Singapore and Japan, citing
the rising number of COVID-19 coronavirus cases in the two countries.

Thailand’s total confirmed cases of the virus has risen to 35. The permanent secretary at the Public
Health Ministry Dr Sukhum Kanchanapima says that the virus outbreak in the two countries has reached
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the “third stage,” where locals with no record of meeting with Chinese people are found to be infected.

Thais who visited Japan and Singapore in the past 14 days, and have fever or exhibit other symptoms,
must meet doctors and will receive treatment free of charge

Sukhum says the situation in Thailand is now at the second stage but it must brace for the third stage.

SOURCE: The Nation

Keep in contact with The Thaiger by following our Facebook page.
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PHOTO: Empty shelves in a Hong Kong supermarket, linked to the coronavirus outbreak - CNN

And now from the files of the ‘Laws of Unintended Consequences’, a coronavirus story with a twist. Police
in Hong Kong have arrested two men and are still searching for a third following a toilet paper roll heist.
Some 600 paper rolls were stolen in a panic-theft linked to shortages over the coronavirus.

Yesterday morning a delivery was being made to a supermarket in the Mong Kok district. The delivery
man had placed about 50 packs of toilet rolls – a total of 600 rolls – outside the supermarket when three
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men appeared out of nowhere and stole them.

The robbery follows continued fears of food and supply shortages in Hong Kong as the novel coronavirus
outbreak continues. One person has died of the virus in Hong Kong, one of only five deaths that have
taken place outside mainland China.

When the Hong Kong government announced it would close some borders with mainland China to the
north, it sparked rumours that supplies out of China would be cut off. There was suddenly a spate of
panic buying over so-called endangered goods – rice, hand sanitiser, cleaning products and toilet paper
rolls.

Despite reassurances from the government asking residents not to panic buy  the soothing tones from
CONTINUE READING
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ENVIRONMENT / 11 hours ago

National park staff scramble to prevent more wildfires as dry season approaches

AIR POLLUTION / 12 hours ago

Chiang Mai blanketed in smoke as fires burn around the province

CORONAVIRUS / 12 hours ago

Public Health Ministry urges Thais to delay visits to Japan, Singapore

WEATHER / 12 hours ago

Pollution Control Department issues “red alert” for the North

CORONAVIRUS / 13 hours ago

World travel suffers as coronavirus outbreak drags on

CORONAVIRUS / 15 hours ago

The Great Hong Kong Toilet Roll Heist of 2020

SONGKRAN / 15 hours ago

Thai government ponders nine day Songkran holiday

CORONAVIRUS / 15 hours ago

Four people arrested after posting fake news about coronavirus

PATTAYA / 1 day ago

German man dead after jumping from Pattaya condo, refusing medical assistance

วอลเลยบ์อล / 4 days ago

ถา่ยทอดสดวอลเลยบ์อลไทยแลนดล์กี 2020 15 ก.พ.
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วอลเลยบ์อล / 5 days ago

ผลการแขง่ขนัวอลเลยบ์อลไทยแลนดล์กี 2020 สปัดาหท์ี ่4 -ตารางคะแนน

อาชญากรรม / 1 week ago

อปัเดตขา่วกราดยงิโคราช ทหารคล ัง่ ฆา่แลว้ 17 ศพ

PATONG / 2 weeks ago

Bibi does Bangla – What is the Thai girl experience with foreign boyfriends?

VIDEO & PODCASTS / 2 weeks ago

Do Thai women prefer ‘farang’ or Thai men? And why?

คลปิ / 3 weeks ago

หนุม่ฝร ัง่กบัหนุม่ไทย สาวไทยชอบแบบไหนมากกวา่

ลเิวอรพ์ลู / 4 weeks ago

ขออกี 10 นดัพงัสถติ ิ! ไฮไลท ์วลูฟ์ 1-2 ลเิวอรพ์ลู, ฟิโนก่ดชยั-มาเนเ่จ็บหนกั

แบดมนิตนั / 4 weeks ago

เมยผ์า่นสบาย-ชายไทยตดักนัเอง ! 23 ม.ค. ผลแบดมนิตนั รอบสอง (R16) – Thailand Masters
2020 มคีลปิ

แบดมนิตนั / 4 weeks ago

ถา่ยทอดสด แบดมนิตนั: ววิ กลุวฒุ ิVS SOONG Joo Ven – 23 ม.ค. รอบสอง (R16) Thailand
Masters 2020

ขา่วไทย / 4 weeks ago

ชมวนิาทพีบทอง ซอ่นใตห้ลงัคาบา้นพอ่แม ่ผอ.กอลฟ์ โกหกทิง้นนา้

พรเีมยีรล์กี / 4 weeks ago
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World travel suffers as coronavirus outbreak drags on | The Thaiger

https://thethaiger.com/hot-news/coronavirus/world-travel-suffers-as-coronavirus-outbreak-drags-on[2/18/2020 11:49:33 AM]

กนุยงิเซฟสามแตม้ ! ไฮไลท ์เชฟย ู0-1 แมนซติี,้ เชซุส บอกโทษอกีแลว้

พรเีมยีรล์กี / 4 weeks ago

ไมถ่งึ 15 นาทมีสีกอร ์! คลปิ: ฟาน ไดจค ์โขกเต็มหวัให ้ลเิวอรพ์ลู ออกนนา แมนย ู1-0

พรเีมยีรล์กี / 1 month ago

แฟนหงสย์ ิม้กร ิม่ ! ไฮไลท ์แมนซติี ้2-2 ครสิตลั พาเลซ, ซาฮา ตวัแสบยงิเจา๊

พรเีมยีรล์กี / 1 month ago

เฮยเ์ดน้ เป็นฮโีรซ่ดัชยั ! ไฮไลท ์นวิคาสเซลิ 1-0 เชลซ,ี สงิหห์งอย โดนทดเจ็บ

แบดมนิตนั / 1 month ago

สบาย สบาย ! คลปิไฮไลท:์ เมย ์รชันก ชนะ Michelle LI 2-0 เกม Indonesia Masters 2020 (QF)

TRENDING
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